Measurement of three-dimensional intra-articular kinematics: methodological and interpretation problems.
Intra-articular kinematics evaluates joint motion in terms of the configuration of the joint. Therefore data are needed concerning joint kinematics as well as joint configuration. We have developed accurate measurement methods for both in vivo and in vitro evaluation. Interpretation of the processed data is more complex than simply setting up a coordinate system based on the joint configuration. Although the description of intra-articular motion in terms of Euler-Cardan or helical angles may be complete, the therapeutic interpretation may be doubtful. Using the the ulno-humeral joint during flexion-extension as an example, we found the combination of helical angles in the directions of extension/external rotation/varus. In the case of the Cardan angles, inconsistent patterns of rotation resulted from a different choice of sequence order and were different from the helical angles. The finite helical axis (FHA) provides a functional representation of the joint movement, i.e. pathways of motion, whereas the sequence dependency of Euler-Cardan angles produces problems in the therapeutic interpretation of the movement. Therefore we believe that an FHA approach should be used in intra-articular kinematics research.